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The Forest War was written at the Djerassi Resident Artists Program, 
Woodside, CA. The play subsequently received development at the American 
Conservatory Theater, San Francisco, CA. The world premiere of The Forest 
War was presented by Shotgun Players at the Ashby Stage, Berkeley, CA, 
on December 1, 2006. The production was directed by the author, with the 
following cast and staff:

KARUG / ZOHAK Drew Anderson
KAIN Kevin Clarke
KULAN Cassidy Brown
EMA Fontana Butterfield
ANGE Caroline Hewitt
MAU TANT Reid Davis
MITA Tonya Glanz
LUNENN / MOT / KUROGO Thu Tran
MADAM AJBI Carla Pantoja
OLAN Ryan Tasker
MORDUK Richard Reinholdt
APSU Lukas Ferreira
MADAM AJTZA Anna Ishida
GAUT / KUROGO Erin Stuart
MUSICIANS Dan Bruno, Christopher Broderick

Set Melpomene Katakolos
Costumes Valera Coble
Lights Heather Basarab
Props Ambra Sultzbaugh
Stage Manager Sarah Deutsch

Dramatis Personae

The Grand Lord Karug (KAH-roog)
His Son, Lord Kain (cane)

Lord Kulan (koo-LAHN)
His wife, Ema (AIM-uh)
His daughter, Ange (ahn-zhay)

General Mau Tant (mow tahnt)
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Mita (MEE-tah), a courtesan of Grand Lord Karug’s
Lord Lunenn (Loo-NEHN), cousin to Lord Kain

Madam Ajbi (azh-bee), a cloth maker
Her son, Olan (OH-lahn), a painter
Morduk (MORE-duhk), a sword maker
His boy apprentice, Apsu (ahp-soo)
Madam Ajtza (azh-tzah), a medicine woman

Lord Zohak (ZOH-hawk), an enemy Lord
Gaut (gowt), a soldier
Mot (mawt), a soldier

Kurogo, two onstage assistants
Musicians

Performance Note

The play is to be performed in a ritualized theatrical style. Movement 
and voice should be very pared down, with the upper class characters 
frequently oriented out toward the audience as in the Kabuki and Greek 
theatres, and the lower class characters played in a freer style as with 
traditional street theatres. Entrances and exits should not be traffic but 
rather embodiments of a character’s given state at the beginning or end 
of a scene. Two Kurogo-style assistants are present to help with costumes, 
props, and any other necessities of the event. Musicians glue the event 
together throughout.

Act One 
Episode One

Enter the Grand Lord KARUG, his son the Lord KAIN and nephew 
Lord LUNENN, Lord KULAN, his wife EMA and daughter ANGE, the 
General MAU TANT, and the courtesan MITA.

KARUG   With this new sun, we greet a long awaited peace.
KULAN   Forgive me, my Grand Lord Karug: if we now have peace, it is only 
because we have forgotten why for so many years we did not have peace.
KARUG   Lord Kulan, I have forgotten nothing. Without the Great Forest in 
our hand, time would rot the beams on which our future rests. Now the ill 
wind of our warring neighbors The Vohakta has died, and the Great Forest is 
ours. But our people are weary. And I am weary. I have lost a dear brother. My 
nephew, Lord Lunenn, a father. Still others have lost much more. Bloodshed 
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drains the spirit over time, and blood spilt grows ill-natured weeds. The people 
no longer wish to plant flowers where their families once stood. And their trust 
in the wisdom of nobility has grown weaker with every new patch of earth 
stained by the tears of wives, daughters, sons, and brothers. 
KULAN   And why is it we have buried so many husbands and brothers? For 
what reason? 
KAIN   Lord Kulan. Do not play the fool. You know very well. Without the 
Great Forest we would have no fuel for fire, we could not build houses and 
boats. The sacrifice is right. And men grow far more quickly than trees.
KULAN   And should they be as quickly cut down?
KAIN   Your compassion would have our city crushed beneath a rotten ceiling!
KULAN   And your ambition, Lord Kain, would have our foundation cracked 
into pieces!

KAIN moves suddenly as if to fight and KULAN immediately does the 
same.

KARUG   Be still, both of you! My son is right, Lord Kulan, the Great Forest 
must be kept for our own security. And, my son, Lord Kulan is also right: we 
must care for what we have. And if the people who must live or die by our 
decrees do not believe we have chosen for them wisely, then we have nothing, 
and the Great Forest is as useful as a field of ashes. …And so to our purpose. 
Long, dark years of struggle have made victory a dim reward. I am old in a 
time that seeks new vision. We must win back the hearts of our people whose 
sacrifice of blood and bone has exhausted their spirit. Therefore, today I sheath 
the sword of our estate, and place it in the hands of Lord Kulan. 
KAIN   Ah? My Grand Lord–
KARUG   You are a decisive man, my son, but too hot for weary days. Lord 
Kulan is well liked, and the people trust he keeps them in his sight. My Lord 
Kulan, I give you my sword, and my sovereignty, and so pronounce you Grand 
Lord Kulan.
KULAN   May time and fate see fit to prove me worthy of your judgment, and 
your judgment right.
KARUG   I have no doubt. 
KAIN   But my Grand Lord Karug, it is not right.
KARUG   My mind is firm.
KAIN   But father–!
KARUG   You question my judgment.
KAIN   You cannot possibly have given it proper thought.
KARUG   Be silent! How dare you insult me so, you hot-blooded boy! Not 
given it proper thought? I have given this my thought since the day you 
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were born. I watched as you learned to walk, and have always admired your 
perseverance and resolve. But there are times to hesitate, times for waiting, 
times when one must give careful consideration. This you do not understand. 
Not given it proper thought?
KAIN   Forgive me, my Grand Lord.
KARUG   (laughs) You see how quickly you forget. As of today, I am no longer 
your Grand Lord. But still I am your father. And that is the more important 
title, my son. 
KAIN   Yes, dear father.
KARUG   And so. Enough debate. Come. We will make the announcement. 
The celebrations are already prepared, for you, Grand Lord Kulan, and our 
victory.

Exit ALL but Lord KAIN and MAU TANT.

KAIN   So, my father sides against his blood. Old man, once I thought you very 
wise, but now I see how much the fire has faded from your brain. Promote a 
farmer over me? What good is a happy mob if their leader is weak? Long have I 
known my father’s admiration for the good Lord Kulan. But too long did I wait 
to tarnish it. Well, I’ll bide my time no longer. …General Mau Tant!
MAU TANT   My Lord Kain.
KAIN   Despite the dark peace that stains this day, I trust you remain as 
dedicated to our countryside’s betterment as am I. 
MAU TANT   But of course, my Lord Kain.
KAIN   My father has mistakenly dropped his reign into the hands of a glorified 
landowner. And so our war is still not won. Kind-hearted Kulan will impress 
the peasants, and the significance of the Great Forest will soon be forgotten. 
And so the Vohakta will quietly dig their teeth back into our land like termites 
under a sleeping nation’s foot. I will not be sated by false victory while all we’ve 
fought for is eaten away.
MAU TANT   No, nor I, my Lord Kain.
KAIN   And should anyone stand in our way…
MAU TANT   I’ll cut him into pieces!
KAIN   Good. Tonight, let’s leave them to their celebrations, and retire to some 
private place where we may twist our plot to set right this rickety time of peace.
MAU TANT   Yes, my Lord Kain.
KAIN   Huht!

 Exit Lord KAIN, followed by MAU TANT.
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Episode Two

 Enter EMA and ANGE.

EMA   You are the daughter of a Grand Lord, Ange. What will you do now?
ANGE   I don’t know mother. You are the wife of a Grand Lord. Perhaps you 
can give me good advice.
EMA   I advise you to enjoy tonight, and think carefully tomorrow.
ANGE   What do you mean?
EMA   I mean that you are the daughter of a Grand Lord, and everyone who 
meets you will know it. Our lives have changed, though we cannot yet see 
precisely how.

Enter KULAN.

KULAN   My Lady Ema, and Young Lady Ange.
EMA   My Grand Lord Kulan.
ANGE   Mother says we are to think carefully from now on, father.
KULAN   Your mother is right. Though I hope you have thought carefully 
before today as well.
ANGE   I have!
KULAN   I have no doubt, my daughter.
ANGE   Congratulations, Grand Lord Kulan. Only don’t forget: with me you’re 
still just father. You won’t forget to be my father, will you?
KULAN   When I do, I trust you will be so good to remind me.
ANGE   Ah! You will not forget!
KULAN   Not even the morning after my dying day. 
EMA   Rejoin the celebrations, Ange. Your father and I have much to discuss.

 Exit ANGE.

KULAN   Our daughter will make a sharp Lady someday.
EMA   She is sharper already than she realizes. I too hope that you will not 
forget she is your daughter.
KULAN   Why do you say this?
EMA   I know you to be a thoughtful man, but in your own way ambitious. 
Your passion is great.
KULAN   Are you warning me?
EMA   Not a warning. But perhaps a reminder. Today we celebrate, and 
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tomorrow we begin the business of rebuilding the spirit of the countryside. It 
will not be a simple task. And I fear Lord Kain will not make it any simpler for 
you.
KULAN   Lord Kain believes in blood. He will do as his father wishes.
EMA   Lord Kain does believe in blood. …Be cautious, my husband. 
KULAN   I trust you will advise me in my new role as you have always done.
EMA   I will. And let this be my first advice to you in this new time. Imagine 
tomorrow. Forget not yesterday. And see with open eyes today. For today is life, 
yesterday is memory, and tomorrow is yet a dream.
KULAN   You speak like a holy woman. …And I thank you, my wife, my 
friend.
EMA   And your love.
KULAN   And my love.

Exit EMA.

KULAN   So. Grand Lord Kulan. What will you do first?

 Enter MITA.

MITA   Forgive me, my Grand Lord. I did not know you were alone. …Shall I 
leave you to your meditations?
KULAN   You did not know I was alone? And still you entered my chamber? 
Are you sure of what you did not know?
MITA   (looks after EMA) I am sure… my lord.

MITA moves farther into the room. KULAN looks after EMA, then turns 
to MITA. They go to one another, embrace and kiss passionately.

MITA   I am not your wife.
KULAN   Am I to be reminded by everyone who they are and who they are 
not?
MITA   Tell me how you love me still, or am I dying slowly each time we kiss?
KULAN   Mita. You are a courtesan of the Grand Lord Karug.
MITA   You are the Grand Lord, now.
KULAN   Still, you do not serve me, Mita.
MITA   I serve you with my love. I serve Lord Karug according to my duty.
KULAN   And are you still so new to your duty that you forget it? 
MITA   I know my job.
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KULAN   You are the youngest of Lord Karug’s courtesans, and as such the 
most vulnerable. Our secret could put you on the streets, or worse.
MITA   And have you no sway over my fate? Lord Karug has given you his 
sword and made you Grand Lord.
KULAN   That is a formality. He will remain my ultimate advisor in all things.
MITA   You are too modest. Your new title makes you nervous, I think, and 
doubtful. Or maybe you no longer share my helpless passion.

 THEY kiss again.

MITA   I spoke only the truth when I told you I love you. I could never lie 
about that.
KULAN   I believe you, my sweet Mita. But my life has been changed. And so I 
think we too must change.
MITA   What are you saying to me? 
KULAN   The steps from war to peace make a dangerous path. Much remains 
uncertain. Our small love may be too risky for us both during the great climb 
ahead.
MITA   Small love! You do me disrespect, Grand Lord Kulan. I am but a servant 
in the house of a Lord. And you may think me no more than such. But when I 
look at you I know what it is to love. And when you look at me I see that you 
know what it is to love. I am your passion. And you are mine. Without passion, 
yesterday tomorrow and today mean nothing. Without passion there is no time. 
Without love, there is no life. You know that I am right.

 KULAN and MITA kiss again. KULAN stands to go. 

MITA   I love you, my most tender love.
KULAN   I will not forget.

 Exit KULAN.

MITA   And woe to me that I cannot forget.

 Exit MITA.

Episode Three

 Enter APSU and MADAM AJBI.
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MADAM AJBI   Oh! Hello! Good morning young Apsu!
APSU   Good morning Madam Ajbi.
MADAM AJBI   Have you seen my son Olan today?
APSU   Not yet, Madam Ajbi.
MADAM AJBI   Out dreaming somewhere no doubt. And where is old 
Morduk this morning? Still drunk from last night’s celebrations no doubt.
APSU   He’s inside. Shall I call him?
MADAM AJBI   No, no, let him come to on his own. He needs his rest as 
much as I do, I’m sure. Oh, the day has just begun and already my bones are 
creaking. This is what happens when you live a long time, young Apsu. I don’t 
recommend it.
APSU   You don’t recommend I live long?
MADAM AJBI   No! Live long. Live very long. Just don’t get old!
APSU   I’ll try, Madam Ajbi.
MADAM AJBI   What will you do today, Apsu, now that we have a new Grand 
Lord.
APSU   The same as yesterday, Madam Ajbi. Work.
MADAM AJBI   Ha! Work! I’ve stuck my fingers so often sewing this damn 
cloth my hands are like pincushions. This is what happens when you deal in 
fabrics, young Apsu. I don’t recommend it. Stick to your blade making. And be 
kind to old Morduk. He will make a fine bladesmith of you one day. At times I 
think I’d prefer one of his swords to one of his terrible needles.
APSU   Why is that, Madam Ajbi?
MADAM AJBI   A sword is big enough that I can see it coming. Needles have 
a way of sneaking up on you. But I should not complain. We are lucky to have 
chosen the trades that we did, you and I. People will always need cloth for a 
shirt on their back. And the world will always have Lords and scoundrels to 
keep you and Morduk making blades ‘til doomsday.
APSU   Not just Lords and scoundrels, Madam Ajbi. Everyone needs a good 
knife.
MADAM AJBI   Knives, yes. Swords? No. A decade of war and no husband: 
this is what happens when men pick up swords, young Apsu. I don’t 
recommend it.

 Enter MORDUK.

MORDUK   Oh! The sun is early.
MADAM AJBI   You are late.
MORDUK   Madam Ajbi. Just the woman I wanted to see. I need some cloth 
for a fresh new blanket. I seem to have misplaced mine last night.
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MADAM AJBI   When you’ve sobered up I’m sure you’ll find it.
MORDUK   I am sober. I think.
MADAM AJBI   And what do you think of our new Grand Lord Kulan? His 
wife is such a handsome woman, and his daughter is a beauty. Surely they’ll be 
in the market for some finely woven fabrics.
MORDUK   Good for you, but what about me? Swords don’t sell in times of 
peace.
MADAM AJBI   You would rather have war? I’m sure you made enough money 
these past ten years to retire for good, you greedy man. Pass your bloody 
business on to Apsu and be done with it.
MORDUK   And did the soldiers not buy your fabrics for their flags and 
uniforms?
MADAM AJBI   Maybe a few yards. But it’s not the same thing. 
MORDUK   I see. Well, I think Lord Kain would have been his father’s better 
choice.
MADAM AJBI   I gave a husband to his father’s war. That family needs nothing 
more from me. The Grand Lord Kulan knows us well. As a boy he worked the 
land that he now owns. He knows what it is to be nobody special. He will put 
the countryside back together.
MORDUK   We shall see. Until then, let us hope for prosperity.

 Enter MADAM AJTZA.

MADAM AJBI   Ah, Madam Ajtza. Please tend to poor Morduk. He is not well.
MADAM AJTZA   What is the matter with you, dear Morduk?
MADAM AJBI   He’s delusional. He wants the war to come back. 
MADAM AJTZA   Morduk, is this true?
MORDUK   Of course not. But I could use some of your medicine to soothe 
my head. Oh how it aches.
MADAM AJTZA   From what?
MADAM AJBI   Too much celebration.
MADAM AJTZA   I thought so. You don’t need my medicine. You need 
willpower. As for the countryside, we need our hope and our prayers. If you 
ask me, and you haven’t, this Lord, that Lord, it makes no difference. It’s been a 
long time since our new Grand Lord Kulan had his hands in the dirt. Hopefully 
he has not forgotten. And as for Lord Kain, he was born with dirty hands. So, 
either way, the hand on the hilt is dirty. We’ll see what time does for us. But I 
best not stay and chatter. Goodbye my neighbors. Even after war, there is still 
much healing to be done.
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 Exit MADAM AJTZA.

MADAM AJBI   I still say Kulan.
MORDUK   Kain.
MADAM AJBI   Kulan!
MORDUK   …Kain.
MADAM AJBI   Oh, you are impossible.
MORDUK   Anything is possible, Madam Ajbi. Even me. Come Apsu, we have 
work to do. We must make for Madam Ajbi a sharp new set of needles so she 
can sew her fine fabrics for the Grand Lord’s wife.
MADAM AJBI   Your needles will be the end of me, old man.
MORDUK   If your tongue doesn’t kill me first.
MADAM AJBI   Oh, you terrible man. (laughs)

 MORDUK and APSU exit.

MADAM AJBI   Oh how fast and tight-lipped the gods of time can be. When 
will the days slow down and tell us all their little secrets?

 Enter OLAN.

MADAM AJBI   Olan! Where have you been?
OLAN   I am sorry mother. I stayed up with the celebrations. I hope you did 
not worry.
MADAM AJBI   I’ve learned to expect anything from you, my son. Always too 
busy dreaming.
OLAN   And what about you, always too busy selling cloth?
MADAM AJBI   Something people can use, my son. Why did you never 
apprentice with Morduk like young Apsu? You could have learned a real skill.
OLAN   I have a skill, mother. I paint.
MADAM AJBI   Oh! An artist! 
OLAN   Morduk is an artist too, in his way.
MADAM AJBI   No, Morduk is not an artist. He is an artisan. That’s different. 
His knives may be beautiful to look at, but they are also useful.
OLAN   And his swords?
MADAM AJBI   At times an unfortunate necessity.
OLAN   I see. I’d rather wield my paintbrushes. If Father were here he would 
agree with me.
MADAM AJBI   Olan!
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OLAN   Have a good day mother!

 OLAN exits.

MADAM AJBI   Oh, that terrible boy. If he were not my son, I would disown 
him. This is what happens when you are a mother. I don’t recommend it.

 MADAM AJBI exits.

Episode Four

Enter KULAN, EMA, KARUG, MITA, KAIN, MAU TANT, MADAM 
AJTZA, and LUNENN.

KULAN   The sun flies at a steady pace, and when he retires the moon takes 
up his task and keeps night rolling toward another day. It is time to make a 
memory of celebration and of war, look to today, and plan for tomorrow.
KAIN   (aside to MAU TANT) Well said.
KULAN   And so it is with great hope and eagerness that I make my first 
decrees. Our people are ill and tired. We must build their strength again so that 
together we can rebuild our countryside. Madam Ajtza.
MADAM AJTZA   My Grand Lord Kulan.
KULAN   I have asked for your help, as I know you to be a wise and respected 
woman of medicine. You shall oversee the health of our city, make inspections 
of the grain supplies, the waterways, and central public markets. See that they 
are all well-tended and free of the squalor that breeds illness.
MADAM AJTZA   Yes, my Grand Lord.
KAIN   My Grand Lord Kulan, the city is already inspected regularly. Why 
bring a medicine woman into it?
KULAN   Our systems are faulty, Lord Kain. They require renovation, which 
I fully trust you to manage. However, Madam Ajtza’s perspective will help 
us to improve upon the past, and fortify a vibrant city. You will be very busy 
rebuilding the Grand Port and central markets. I think you will find another 
pair of eyes will prove useful. 
KAIN   Yesss, My Grand Lord.
KULAN   Lord Lunenn.
LUNENN   My Grand Lord Kulan.
KULAN   As the major landowner of the southern district, I charge you with 
looking after our smaller river ports there. See to it they are secure from the 
danger of floods, as well as the piracy and corruption bred by desperate times.
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LUNENN   I will do as you ask, my Grand Lord. Though my cousin, Lord Kain, 
has often looked after the river ports as well.
KULAN   He will be very busy with these other matters. You might consult 
him, but I leave the river ports in your care.
LUNENN   Yes, My Grand Lord. 
KULAN   Lady Ema.
EMA   My Grand Lord Kulan.
KULAN   You shall look after the welfare of those left without means by 
devastation and misfortune, and shall put in place systems for temporary refuge 
while they recoup.
EMA   Yes, My Grand Lord.
KAIN   You are very generous, my Grand Lord Kulan. Your charity will cost a 
fortune.
EMA   You would prefer those whom fate deems unlucky should starve rather 
than contribute to the countryside. Such a waste of life can hardly help rebuild 
your Grand Port, Lord Kain.
KAIN   So, the Grand Lord’s wife answers for him, not to him.
KULAN   She has said only what I would myself, Lord Kain. I ask that you 
respect her word.
KAIN   Father! This is an outrage!
KARUG   Abide the wishes of your Grand Lord, my son.
KAIN   He is not my Grand Lord. I did not choose him.
KARUG   That is right! I chose him!
KAIN   Throwing our countryside in the hands of women! The Vohakta will 
rape all that we bled for and leave us whimpering like little girls!
KULAN   Lord Kain! You will be silent! These days beg for compassion, and it 
is clear I cannot entrust that to you. Do not fear the safety of the Great Forest. 
General Mau Tant and his men will look after our hard won prize. And do not 
doubt my decrees, nor the authority of those to whom I give charge. Do you 
understand me, Lord Kain.
KAIN   Yes, my Grand Lord.
KULAN   Good. Let us all begin our work, then.

 Exit ALL but KAIN and MAU TANT.

KAIN   (draws his sword and slashes the air; then) It is unbearable. To be 
traipsed after by an old woman!
MAU TANT   Surely the Grand Lord has employed Madam Ajtza as a spy to 
watch over you.
KAIN   Yes, while his wife entertains the poor rabble who haven’t the wits to 
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help themselves. We see who has the Grand Lord’s ear – not his councilors, but 
a woman. Woe to a countryside led by a wife’s poppet.
MAU TANT   What shall be done?
KAIN   We must act quickly. Kulan is not one to waste time. On his first day he 
is already making decrees. We must stir the general blood against his reign. If 
my father will not hear my voice, then perhaps he will hear the snarling of an 
angry mob. On your watch, Mau Tant, walk among the people and take their 
pulse. Find out which way their blood flows. Meanwhile, I will study our Grand 
Lord Kulan carefully. The first crack I find I will fill with my sword – and break 
him open!

 Exit KAIN and MAU TANT.

Episode Five

 Enter OLAN.

OLAN   Hold still, Time, while I catch you with my brushes. And one day, we 
may learn from this memory of you held captive by color and wrapped in lines. 
My mother would rather my brush was a hammer that I might beat out a living 
like old Morduk, making knives and needles. We each help in our own way. Ah, 
don’t move, Time, this part’s important.

 Enter MORDUK and APSU.

MORDUK   Olan, my young friend. Hard at work I see.
OLAN   Hello Morduk. Hello Apsu.
APSU   Hello Olan.
MORDUK   Have you heard the news? Madam Ajtza has been enlisted to work 
with Lord Kain. She will surely help him bring our city back to good health. 
Your mother is right, the Grand Lord Kulan has not forgotten where he came 
from.
OLAN   She will be pleased to hear it.
MORDUK   And she will be pleased for me to hear it again and again. What 
are you painting today, Olan?
OLAN   The meadow. 
MORDUK   Always the meadow. I see you’ve put a crowd of people in the 
meadow who are not there. Are you painting ghosts?
OLAN   They are people who have passed by, or came to meditate one 
afternoon but did not notice me sitting here. If today another person passes by, 
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perhaps I’ll paint her too.
APSU   Why is your meadow blue, Olan?
OLAN   You see how the wind blows waves through the grass just like the sea. 
The sea and the meadow are different, but they are also the same. The night sky 
lifts up the sea and sprinkles it on the meadow, then calls the sun to dry the 
grass. The meadow grows from the sea and sun, as the color green does from 
blue and yellow. They are different, but they are the same.
APSU   And your ghosts float in the meadow like boats?
OLAN   Yes. Little boats made of thistles.
APSU   What happens to our ghosts when we die?
OLAN   The gods give them thistles to carry them away.
APSU   Where do they go?
OLAN   I don’t know. Across the sea perhaps. 
APSU   I’d want my ghost to go to your meadow. I like your painting.
MORDUK   Olan, you will lure my apprentice away from me. Then where will 
I be?

Enter MAU TANT. MORDUK, APSU, and OLAN all bow to him.

MAU TANT   A beautiful afternoon, my friends. Soon it will be a beautiful 
evening.
MORDUK   Very beautiful, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   Morduk, the swordmaker, and his little helper, Apsu. I am 
surprised to see you away from your hammers and stone.
MORDUK   I am just returning from town with some jade for the hilt of a fine 
new sword. 
APSU   It’s a beautiful sword, General Mau Tant. You should see it.
MAU TANT   Your tutor has taught you well, young Apsu. Tell me, good 
Morduk, how is business now that the war is past?
MORDUK   People are always in the market for blades of all kinds. A knife to 
gut fish, a needle to sew cloth, an axe to chop wood. Perhaps I will make a few 
less swords, but those I do make will be exquisite. With less demand, I will have 
more time for each.
MAU TANT   Well, perhaps I will have to have another of your fine swords for 
myself, Morduk.
MORDUK   Certainly, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   And how about you, young painter?
OLAN   My name is Olan, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   Why is your meadow blue?
OLAN   That’s how I see it.
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MAU TANT   Mmm. An unfortunate handicap for a painter.
APSU   No, General Mau Tant, the meadow is like the sea. Look how the wind 
blows waves through the grass.
MAU TANT   I see, you are right young Apsu. Tell me, painter, are people in 
the market for paintings these days?
OLAN   Perhaps now they will be, more than before – when war made even 
food a costly luxury.
MAU TANT   Well, now that the war is won and the Great Forest is ours, you’ll 
never lack wood for your brushes and frames. 
OLAN   That’s true, General Mau Tant. And if I am awoken at night by howls I 
will know it is the wolves and not my mother crying for her husband.
MAU TANT   We all make sacrifices for the greater good. Even an artist.
OLAN   And a son.
MAU TANT   Perhaps your blue meadows will bring solace to somebody’s wall.
OLAN   The wall of the Young Lady Ange, herself, daughter of the Grand Lord 
Kulan, finds solace in one of my blue meadows.
MAU TANT   Well. When I see Young Lady Ange again I will tell her we met.
OLAN   She won’t remember my name. She has many paintings, no doubt.
MORDUK   General Mau Tant, forgive me. Apsu and I must be running along. 
And Olan, too. Your mother is expecting you.
MAU TANT   Good day, my friends. I’ll come tomorrow and have a look at 
that sword, Morduk.
MORDUK   It will be my honor, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   Goodbye, young painter, and good luck with your blue meadows.
OLAN   Thank you, General Mau Tant.
MORDUK   (aside to OLAN) Why do you taunt the General, Olan? Besides 
being bad for business, it’s just not a good idea. You’re mother would agree. 
Come Apsu. 

 Exit MORDUK and APSU. 

OLAN   (aside, to himself) I should not have mentioned Young Lady Ange. My 
pride is blind to sense, and may have planted seeds better swallowed than sown.

 Exit OLAN.

MAU TANT   The swordmaker is content in times of war and of peace. The 
painter does not seem as pleased. Artists are born unhappy, I think. …Who 
comes here now? Ah. It is the Grand Lord Kulan, walking alone. Perhaps 
he, too, meditates in a blue meadow. I will withdraw, and study him like the 
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painter. Anything interesting I’ll etch in my memory.

 MAU TANT hides himself. Enter KULAN, alone.

KULAN   How I envy the landscape. I hope one day I am as patient as the 
meadow, and as modest as each blade of grass. Look how they all work 
together, content to be nameless, happy to give us their beauty. Or perhaps they 
feel nothing for us. Maybe they are as selfish as we are, and grow for their own 
satisfaction, and care not whether we admire them or cut them down, knowing 
they will still be growing when we are long since buried beneath their roots. 
…What do I hear? Is that the breeze and grass whispering among themselves, 
or are they laughing at me and my ruminations?

Enter MITA. She goes immediately to KULAN. They embrace and kiss 
one another.

MITA   When I found your blade of grass on my pillow I came at once. I 
could not walk fast enough, but did not run for fear my secret joy would be 
discovered. Our meadow always waits to harbor us.
KULAN   Sometimes I come alone to hold you in my thoughts.
MITA   In the long days between each silent kiss your name is always on my 
tongue. I have to bite it with my teeth to keep from calling you to back me.
KULAN   Your poor, bitten tongue. Let me heal it with a tiny kiss.

MITA and KULAN kiss again, melting together.

KULAN   I have forgotten why I called you here.
MITA   Let us stay ‘til you remember.
KULAN   We won’t stay long, then.
MITA   Then forget a little longer.
KULAN   I can’t. My mind weighs heavily.
MITA   …Why have you called me here?
KULAN   It is time for us to forget our passion. 
MITA   If it were only passion we could learn to forget. But when passion 
entwines with love, we can only remember. …Why do you pull away?
KULAN   I love my wife, Mita, and that I cannot forget. I love my wife. She is 
my confidant. She is my friend.
MITA   She is not your passion.
KULAN   She is more than that.
MITA   Then you do not love me. …Your silence confirms it. You see only your 
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new sword, I think, that sword the Grand Lord Karug has lent to you.
KULAN   He has bequeathed it unto me, and all the burden of power that 
comes with it.
MITA   My poor Grand Lord Kulan, suffering from his power. How I envy your 
burden!
KULAN   You indulge the vanity of your pain, and let it overwhelm your 
reason. You do not see my love for you, how I press it down and bury it beneath 
my heart. But I have searched my heart, and know what I must sacrifice. Our 
love grows ever bigger in our silence, and yet is small to the howling world. I 
am Grand Lord Kulan. I have a wife whom I love and respect, a daughter whom 
I love and respect, and a countryside whose love and respect I must keep. Our 
love must live in our memory, but not today, and not tomorrow. I hope that you 
will see I am right.

MITA bows her head and weeps. KULAN embraces her and she returns 
it fiercely. 

KULAN   Goodbye, my secret love. 

Exit KULAN. MITA loses her balance for a moment but catches it just as 
quickly.

MITA   Woe to this courtesan who betrayed her duty and fell in love. Woe to 
this careless world that grants no justice to a breaking heart. Woe to this field 
that does not swallow me up but only waits patiently for my bones. I leave you 
my hopes, dear meadow, to do with as you please.

 Exit MITA.

MAU TANT   O, lucky day! I’ll take the hopes that you so sadly leave behind, 
sweet courtesan – and give them to Lord Kain! Surely the Meadow has less use 
for them than he! (laughs)

 Exit MAU TANT.

Episode Six

 Enter KARUG, followed closely by KAIN.

KARUG   Your barking and teeth gnashing weary me, my son. You insult me 
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with your persistent disrespect for my wishes. Was a father ever so cursed by so 
adamantly unhappy a child? You are more devoted to your resentment, I think, 
than to me.
KAIN   You chide me, father, for words that you will not hear. Even if I wrote 
them out you could not read them. You are deaf and blind to my good intent.
KARUG   Your good intent! And what do you intend that is so good?
KAIN   I intend to protect all that we have struggled to gain. As long as the 
Vohakta stand, the Great Forest is at risk, and the security of our countryside 
along with it. We can never truly rest until the Vohakta are wiped from the 
face of the earth. And once they are gone, there will still be other less bold 
neighbors gathering their courage to take action against us. But with Vohakta 
lands in our borders as well, father, our rule will be secured. And invincible.
KARUG   How insatiable you are. You would stuff your mouth on a full 
stomach, my son. When will you learn to wait?
KAIN   And what are we waiting for?
KARUG   The Grand Lord Kulan is a great visionary.
KAIN   He is a fool! He flatters the masses by giving his childhood medicine 
woman a job. He gives false hope to thousands by promoting one, while his 
wife squanders the wealth of the countryside on a pathetic rabble that doesn’t 
have the sense of an ox to pick up a plow. While Kulan and his wife cuddle their 
peasants, the Vohakta spin their webs.
KARUG   He will make our countryside stronger than it ever was.
KAIN   By wasting your unwarranted gift?
KARUG   By earning the faith of the people! …The loss of that faith was our 
greatest loss in ten long years of battle. You must be patient my son. Once the 
countryside has finally mended its wounds, once the scars have flaked away 
from memory, once the people are enlivened again by pride, you will have your 
turn.
KAIN   My turn. What do you mean?
KARUG   …You do not deserve my confidence.

 KAIN thinks, then takes a submissive stance.

KARUG   Kulan is a good man. And, he is not the son of a Grand Lord who 
dragged his people through half a generation of blood. And so he is the right 
man for a people reacquainting themselves to peace, hope, and prosperity. As 
you say, the Vohakta will spin their webs, but that will take them plenty of time. 
Where we lost five men, they lost twenty. Once our countryside can show the 
blood in its cheeks again, and walk without a crutch, Kulan will have served his 
time. …Do you understand… my son?
KAIN   Yes, father. …But if the people get attached to their great visionary, that 
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will make things very difficult for his successor.
KARUG   Ungrateful boy! I waste my time with you. You do not deserve the 
rights of your blood. 
KAIN   Father. …I thank you for your confidence. And put my faith entirely in 
your wisdom. I cannot help but that I am eager.
KARUG   (laughs) Eager. That’s my son. Eager. I leave you, eager boy. …Do not 
betray my confidence.

KAIN bows low in a show of devotion. Exit KARUG.

KAIN   I thank you, old man. Your confidence is touching. It fills my open 
heart like salt. May the gods restore your sight that you may see the blindness 
of your great visionary, and unclog your ears that you may hear that this time of 
peace must march to my drum or none at all.

 Enter MAU TANT.

MAU TANT   My Lord Kain.
KAIN   General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   I have news. But first you will want to draw your sword.
KAIN   My sword?
MAU TANT   For I have found the crack in our Grand Lord Kulan. 
KAIN   Tell me your news.
MAU TANT   In the meadow just beyond the eastern Palace wall, returning 
again from town where as you asked I have gone to count the general pulse, I 
saw our young Grand Lord walking alone. But not for long. He was soon joined 
by Mita, your father’s pretty courtesan. 
KAIN   The Grand Lord Kulan and Mita?
MAU TANT   That is right. They had not spoken a single word before their 
limbs had tangled in a knot, and between stolen kisses they unraveled their 
amorous treason.
KAIN   (aside) Yes. Well done, Mita. And not too late.
MAU TANT   My Lord Kain?
KAIN   How timely is your news, Mau Tant. My father’s voice was still fading 
from the air when you arrived. Behind his spotty old hand he made plain the 
motive of his baffling abdication. He has thrown out Kulan as bait to lure back 
the trust of the war weary shoal. Once they are hooked, Kulan will be thrown to 
the fishes, and my ship will come to port.
MAU TANT   Then his indiscretion is no matter.
KAIN   No, Mau Tant, it is all the better. His lust will only hasten his demise. 
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Once the man of principle is revealed a fraud, his ship is as good as sunk, and 
his fleet of doting minnows will tear him up like sharks. 

KAIN and MAU TANT laugh wickedly. 

KAIN   Come, we must carefully chart our course. This tide is ours to drag in.

 Exit KAIN and MAU TANT.

Episode Seven

Enter KULAN, EMA, ANGE, KARUG, MITA, MADAM AJTZA, and 
LUNENN.

KARUG   The countryside grows greener everyday. Already the people seem to 
walk with lighter step. Is that not true, my Nephew?
LUNENN   It seems so, my honored Lord and uncle.
KARUG   Yes, good. All is progressing well, Grand Lord Kulan.
KULAN   Coming from you, that title still feels strange to me, like borrowed 
robes.
KARUG   They are your robes now. You must wear them proudly.
EMA   I assure you, he does. I know my husband well. He will not disappoint 
you.
KARUG   I do not doubt it, Lady Ema.

Enter KAIN and MAU TANT.

KAIN   My apologies, Grand Lord Kulan. 
KULAN   It is unlike you to be late, Lord Kain.
KAIN   I have been busier than I expected.
KULAN   I hope I have not overburdened you.
KAIN   No. Madam Ajtza is much more clever than she looks.
MADAM AJTZA   From you, Lord Kain, I will take that as a compliment.
KULAN   What keeps you so busy today, Lord Kain?
KAIN   Grand Lord Kulan, are you an honest man?
KULAN   Why do you ask me this?
KAIN   It is an honest question. 
KULAN   And a foolish one. For if I were not honest, I’d be a fool to admit it. 
KAIN   Shall I ask your wife, then?
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EMA   What is on your mind, Lord Kain?
KAIN   …Mita!
MITA   …Yes, Lord Kain.
KAIN   You are fair, but are you honest?
MITA   I think I am, Lord Kain.
KAIN   You do not know?
MITA   …I know I am, Lord Kain.
KARUG   Why such an interest in honesty today, my son?
KAIN   I will tell you, father, for it is twice my duty.
KARUG   Twice your duty?
KAIN   Yes, as a loyal servant to my countryside, and as your son.
KARUG   You will explain yourself.
KAIN   You have entrusted your sword to the hands of a lustful thief, my good 
father.
EMA   Still clutching at your jealousy! Your father made his decision. Why 
must you forever stage your bitter protest?
KAIN   You misinterpret me, Lady Ema.
EMA   And how is that, Lord Kain?
KAIN   Ask your husband.
EMA   I ask you.
KAIN   And I say: Ask your husband.
EMA   (looks at KULAN, then to KAIN) I know my husband well. He is more 
honest a man than you could hope to be.
KAIN   How can that be, when I meet your gaze while he avoids it?
EMA   Look at me, husband.

 A pause before KULAN looks at EMA.

EMA   (to KAIN) There, you see?

KAIN grabs MITA by the arm and drags her forward.

KARUG   My son!
KAIN   Will you tell them why the Grand Lord Kulan hangs his head in shame, 
little Mita, or shall I?
MITA   I don’t know!
KAIN   Mau Tant! Your news!
MAU TANT   I saw them both, my honored Lord, Grand Lord Kulan and Mita, 
in the meadow outside the Palace wall, where it seems they’ve often met in 
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secret to exchange their lewd and treacherous vows.
KULAN   General Mau Tant! Lord Kain! You will not make such accusations!
KAIN   Do you deny them?
KULAN   You insult me to ask such a question!
KAIN   You condemn yourself not to answer!
EMA   Husband?
KULAN   Do not doubt me, wife! You know me to be honest.
KAIN   Father! Do not let this villain make a fool of you!
KULAN   Lord Kain! I have for too long suffered your bitterness and unveiled 
hatred for me. You have used all my patience. Let me tell you once, and once 
only: I have never met in secret with Lord Karug’s courtesan. I have made no 
lewd or treacherous vows. You do me unpardonable dishonor to suggest it! And 
you abuse my wife and daughter! And as for General Mau Tant, affection makes 
him false. That, too, I cannot forgive. You abuse this woman for your own 
vanity, and me at your own risk. As you are the son of my honored Lord Karug, 
you will keep your head. But do not test my will!
KAIN   Father!
KULAN   Silence! You have said enough.
KAIN   Father.

KULAN takes a readied pose. KARUG looks away. KAIN bows 
obediently, and MAU TANT follows suit.

KULAN   Come wife, come daughter. My honored Lord Karug, I leave you to 
your son. All the rest go your ways.

Exit KULAN, EMA, and ANGE. Followed by MADAM AJTZA and 
LUNENN. 

KAIN   What we’ve told is true, my lord.
KARUG   Mita. Go before me.
MITA   Yes, my honored Lord.

MITA kisses KARUG’s hand, then exits. A long pause before KARUG 
makes his own silent exit.

KAIN   Well spoken, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   Do you think your father will take our bait?
KAIN   Seeds of doubt, once planted, soon grow like weeds. This, too, will take 
root and fester in the old man’s head. The medicine woman Ajtza will plant our 
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news in every neighbor’s ear. And my good cousin Lunenn will scatter rumors 
down the river. Gossip is the ally that will bring our Grand Lord Kulan to his 
knees. Then we: can get back to business!

Exit MAU TANT. KAIN brandishes his sword, menaces the audience 
with a long sweep of his eye, then wields his unsheathed blade in an 
elaborate, triumphant display before making a grand exit of victory.

 End of Act One.

Act Two
Episode Eight

 Enter MADAM AJBI and MADAM AJTZA.

MADAM AJBI   But I can’t believe it.
MADAM AJTZA  I was there. Besides, we have known each other a long time, 
why should I lie to you?
MADAM AJBI   The Grand Lord Kulan is known to have been a loyal and 
trustworthy man from his youth. He once plowed the fields he now owns. How 
many noblemen have done the same?
MADAM AJTZA   The plow yields dirt, Ajbi, not honesty. The Grand Lord may 
once have tilled the soil like lesser men, but that was his choice, not his burden. 
At the end of the day he never retired to a drafty old shack. He was born of 
noble stock. He was never one of us. 
MADAM AJBI   But he remembered you. And now you mingle with nobility 
like a great man.
MADAM AJTZA   Yes. Great men half my age. Boys in golden robes.
MADAM AJBI   Then why did you accept the job?
MADAM AJTZA   I am cynical, Ajbi, not stupid. I have seen enough ill souls 
give their bodies up to death regardless of my pains to know that life is short. 
Besides, I know myself, and I know that I can do some good.
MADAM AJBI   And I know: The Grand Lord Kulan will still do good.

 Enter MORDUK and APSU.

MORDUK   Hello Madam Ajbi, Madam Ajtza.
MADAM AJBI   Oh Morduk, have you heard the rumor?
MORDUK   Of course. Very interesting.
MADAM AJBI   I can’t believe it’s true.
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MORDUK   A royal man has his way with the courtesan of another royal man, 
and you are surprised? It happens everyday. Besides, what does it matter what 
the Grand Lord Kulan does at night? Are the ports being rebuilt, or aren’t they?
MADAM AJBI   Oh, Morduk, not you as well. Don’t listen to this terrible man, 
young Apsu. He deals in daggers, after all. And if Madam Ajtza ever gives 
you her medicine again, spit it out at once. She muddies her remedies with 
pessimism.
MORDUK   You’re thinking too much about it, Madam Ajbi.
MADAM AJTZA   Or too little.

 Enter OLAN.

MADAM AJBI   Oh! Good Olan, my son, come help me protect young Apsu 
from these bitter old toads. Where are you off to?
OLAN   The meadows, mother.
MADAM AJBI   Always in your meadows, Olan. Will you paint nothing else?
OLAN   I find them peaceful.
MADAM AJBI   My poor son, wandering in your dreams and your meadows, 
and tracking your paint everywhere you go. Lucky for my cloth, or we’d really 
be in the poor house. Dreams don’t bring in much money, Olan.
MADAM AJTZA   Now who’s the cynical one?
MADAM AJBI   Oh be quiet, you terrible old woman. 
OLAN   Goodbye mother.

 OLAN exits.

MADAM AJBI   My poor son. His meadows are always blue, and his dreams I 
think are full of clouds.
MADAM AJTZA   He has a strong heart. He will be alright.
MORDUK   Yes, don’t worry for him, Madam Ajbi.
APSU   Madam Ajbi, your needles.
MADAM AJBI   Oh, thank you, Apsu! And how much do I owe you?
MORDUK   A nice piece of your cloth will do. I still can’t find my blanket.
MADAM AJBI   A fair trade. Come, we’ll take my needles home, and pick you 
out a nice warm piece of cloth.
MADAM AJTZI   Back to business, and all is well. Goodbye, my good 
neighbors.

 ALL exit.
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Episode Nine

 Enter KARUG, KAIN, and KULAN.

KARUG   It is with great conflict of mind and stones in my heart that I have 
asked to see you both. I will speak to you candidly, though you do not deserve 
such a courtesy. I was disturbed by your accusations, my son. I am also too 
familiar with your long history of mischief to entirely trust your motive. 
Lord Kulan, I have known you to be a good and passionate man of honor 
and integrity. That is why it was with great sorrow that I listened to Mita’s 
confession, which she gave to me with many tears and much pleading.
KULAN   My honored Lord–
KARUG   Be silent. You have disgraced my reputation, soiling with your secret 
lust the great honor I granted to you. Over my son, who claims my sword with 
his blood, I gave you my countryside, my sovereignty, and my trust. And this is 
how you repay me, by making a whore of my courtesan, and a mockery of my 
good judgment.
KULAN   My honored Lord–
KARUG   I said be silent!

A KUROGO takes the royal sword from KULAN.

KARUG   You are no longer Grand Lord Kulan. Nor will I hand my sword to 
you, my son.
KAIN   But you said yourself it is my right!
KARUG   Nor will anything I have said be spoken of outside this room. This 
precious time of peace is still too young and too delicate for so soon and drastic 
an emendation. I will serve as Grand Lord, and you, Lord Kulan…

The KUROGO returns the royal sword to KULAN.

KARUG   …will mouth my decrees, until I have decided exactly how we shall 
proceed and when.
KAIN   Father–
KARUG   This is my decision. It will be respected. And when the correct path 
does emerge from this swamp, then I hope you will finally understand the 
necessity for waiting and timely hesitation.
KULAN   And what is to become of young Mita, my Grand Lord Karug?
KARUG   She has earned the consequence Justice owes to her disgrace.
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Episode Ten

The scene transforms to a public space in the Palace. Enter EMA with 
ANGE; also LUNENN and MADAM AJTZA. MITA is escorted forth by 
MAU TANT.

MITA   Please, my dear Lord Karug! Be merciful!

A rope and noose is lowered and MAU TANT places it around MITA’S 
neck.

KARUG   My mercy is your private execution, where the public will not know 
the full disgrace of your deed and cannot gawk and spit at you.
MITA   Kulan! My love! I was never more honest in my life than when I 
surrendered to my love for you. I could have lied and died slowly instead. My 
crime was to love you, Kulan! Why do you stand there, why do you not speak 
out for me?

MITA suddenly runs to KAIN and kneels at his feet, clutching his legs. 

MITA   Lord Kain! Save me! Do not let me die like this! You can save me! 
Persuade your father with what you know is true! 
KAIN   You made your choice!
MITA   How could I know I would fall in love with him? That was not my 
choice!
KAIN   Mau Tant!

MAU TANT drags MITA back and puts her in place.

MITA   Please! …Why does nobody help me? …Why does a woman die while 
men do as they please? Why is love hanged so that cruel ambition may run free!

 KAIN goes to MAU TANT and takes up the rope.

MITA   No–!

KAIN yanks MITA up into the air. MITA struggles silently at the end of 
the rope, and dies. After a moment, KARUG exits, followed by MADAM 
AJTZA and LUNENN. Then KAIN and MAU TANT exit. Only 
KULAN, EMA, and ANGE remain.
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The KUROGO lower MITA down to a kneeling position on the ground 
and remove the noose from her neck. They lift her head and hand her 
a white paper umbrella. MITA stands, holding the umbrella aloft, and 
makes her final exit.

Episode Eleven

 KULAN, EMA, and ANGE, alone.

EMA   Ange.
ANGE   Yes mother.
EMA   Leave your father and me to speak in private.
ANGE   Yes mother.
KULAN   Ange. …I hope you will forgive me.

ANGE and EMA exchange a look, and ANGE exits. EMA moves away 
from KULAN.

EMA   You are right to ask for her forgiveness.
KULAN   I hope for yours as well, and will do whatever I must to earn it.
EMA   How can I say what I need from you to make up for what cannot be 
undone?
KULAN   For my shameful bargain I am prepared to pay the price, and it is 
yours to name.
EMA   Well you will pardon me, Kulan, but I do not know by what scale to 
weigh such a fee. What value shall I place on the generosity you ask of me? By 
what measure shall I negotiate the rates of our trade? A marriage is not so cold 
a business.
KULAN   There are no words that describe my regret.
EMA   Find them if you like. It is with your deeds that you must bear the 
weight of your repentance. Your words are cheap and weak from much abuse.
KULAN   Then I will say nothing, and do all that I can.
EMA   …Did you love her? …Did you love her?
KULAN   There were times I felt I did. It would be easy to dismiss my deeds 
as but the reckless gesture of a transient lust. But I can’t explain it with such 
simplicity. 
EMA   I see. …Your daughter will carry this deed with her name for the rest 
of her life. I must face the world with this shame perched like a black raven 
forever squalling on my shoulder. And all the good we might have done with 
your great office will be buried by this fitful storm of lust… or love… 
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EMA loses her footing momentarily but catches herself.

EMA   Time offers no choice but to move on, dragging the past behind us. …I 
will not be condemned by memory. I will keep pace with the day. And make 
tomorrow the fire that guides my step and burns away disgrace. I suggest you 
do the same.

 Exit EMA.

KULAN   No words for me. No prayers for Mita. No hopes but those I compel 
with my deeds. My time had just begun, and already I’ve stumbled behind. May 
whatever time remains see fit to teach me the meaning of my ways, of honor, 
and of love.

 Exit KULAN.

Episode Twelve

Enter KAIN and MAU TANT.

MAU TANT   Poor, pretty Mita. A fitting end to a slut seduced by love. How 
hopeless she must have been to cry to you for help. (laughs) 
KAIN   …Yes. The desperate words of a dying whore.
MAU TANT   And what is our next move, my Lord Kain?
KAIN   The old man’s dithering slows my ambition. The world does not wait 
on fear and wavering, but rolls over them. We must find a way to persuade my 
father to my side. Once his sword is in my hand, I’ll cut the knot that binds my 
purpose. Until then, this waiting will gnaw my patience into scraps.
MAU TANT   …I have a suggestion, my Lord Kain.
KAIN   What is it?
MAU TANT   We see how quickly the fire of scandal spreads throughout 
the countryside. Weak minds bow gladly before rumor, and eagerly drink its 
bathwater. How thirsty the rabble would get if rumor delivered some truly 
burning message to their doorstep. When the people fear their own necks are at 
the stake, they’ll drink whatever tonic we pour down their throats.
KAIN   And what tonic do you propose?
MAU TANT   …What if: the Vohakta, moved by their hunger for revenge, are 
using the mask of surrender to lay low and dig beneath the tranquil surface 
of this happy time of peace. While we cultivate our newfound prosperity, they 
infiltrate the countryside like worms, laying the wick of their revenge. Then one 
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dark night, while we are snoring in our beds, they strike their match, surprise 
us in our slumber, and blow our city into bits! …Of course: this evil scheme 
must be prevented. 
KAIN   Yes, General Mau Tant, it must indeed. You are wise, my good General. 
Go recruit your most trusting men that they in turn may draft still more with 
hints and imaginings. While on their watch, perhaps their fear overcomes 
them, and they let slip to curious ears their suspicions of our devious neighbor’s 
ill intent. 
MAU TANT   It will only take a few sparks to kindle our blaze.
KAIN   Meanwhile, I’ll call upon my cousin, Lord Lunenn. He has my father’s 
ear, being the son of the old man’s dear brother, lost to battle, from whom 
he often sought advice. Perhaps a word or two from dear nephew Lunenn 
describing the prevailing winds of mood that sweep the southern district he 
commands will tip the scales of my careful father’s thinking, and bring about 
my swift ascent.
MAU TANT   A good plan, my Lord Kain.
KAIN   Let’s put it to use. You: to your men, and I’ll to my cousin. And let this 
waiting come to its end.

 Exit KAIN and MAU TANT in opposite directions.

Episode Thirteen

 Enter MADAM AJTZA with MORDUK.

MADAM AJTZA   How you have managed to survive your trade this long I’ll 
never know. A man who deals with such sharp things all day should not drink 
all night. It’s a wonder you have any fingers left at all.
MORDUK   Not your advice, Madam Ajtza, just your medicine.
MADAM AJTZA   My advice is my medicine. The ointments and teas are only 
to help you swallow it. Now, hold out your hand.
MORDUK   Eeeeeeeh!
MADAM AJTZA   Oh! Little Apsu has a stronger stomach than you, old man. 
There. Hold that.
MORDUK   …Tell me, when they hung the girl, was she brave?
MADAM AJTZA   She was not silent, if that’s what you mean.
MORDUK   What did she say?
MADAM AJTZA   Whatever she could. Now remember, I never said a word to 
you. You get your news from little birds. 
MORDUK   And where they fly off to I never can remember.
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MADAM AJTZA   Good. Drink this.
MORDUK   What is it?
MADAM AJTZA   It will help you forget your pain without forgetting how you 
got your pain, unlike your usual drink that blots out everything.
MORDUK   Thank you Madam Ajtza.
MADAM AJTZA   If you ask me, and you haven’t, that girl should not have met 
her fate alone.
MORDUK   You don’t mean the Grand Lord Kulan should have hung himself?
MADAM AJTZA   Why should she pay the full price for their crime, and he 
pays none?
MORDUK   Who can punish a Grand Lord? He is the Grand Lord. Justice is 
his to deal out.
MADAM AJTZA   You men, always sticking together. You don’t even know 
why. It’s just some instinct, like eating and sleeping and other things I won’t 
bother mentioning. If you ask me, and you haven’t, all Lords, Grand or not, 
should be made to suffer the torments they inflict on this world. If they had to 
live by the laws they make, things would be different. 
MORDUK   You are probably right. Then again, perhaps we are to blame.
MADAM AJTZA   Why? What do we do?
MORDUK   A very good question: what do we do? Let’s see. Well, we talk a lot. 
Some of us more than others. For example, where is this rebellion you carry in 
your mouth? I never see it. It never comes. Wait! Madam Ajtza! I have a house 
filled with swords and daggers! We could storm the palace tonight! No, I think 
we’re happy as we are, as long as our bellies are full. Lords make their laws. We 
follow them. The seasons change. If we really wanted it some other way, we’d 
have made it so already.
MADAM AJTZA   Ajbi is right. You are a terrible man.

Enter MADAM AJBI with two soldiers, MOT and GAUT.

MADAM AJBI   Madam Ajtza! This man needs your service.
MADAM AJTZA   What is it?
MOT   An accident at the port. 
GAUT   He singed his arm burning old planks.
MOT   It wouldn’t have happened if you hadn’t distracted me.
GAUT   Blame yourself, you clumsy ox.
MOT   Always talking. And never working. He falls asleep on his watch, too.
GAUT   That’s a lie. I was praying.
MOT   Oh yes, frightened by your nonsense. If you keep praying about it so 
much the Vohakta will hear you and think oh what a good idea.
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GAUT   Tssst!
MOT   Madam Ajtza is the court doctor. She hears everything.
GAUT   And what about her friends, you idiot.
MOT   This pig gobbles up every silly rumor that drops in his trough. The 
Vohakta will be licking their wounds for years. We won’t have to worry about 
them again for some time.
GAUT   And you say I talk too much.
MORDUK   Are the Vohakta making a plot?
MOT   No!
GAUT   You don’t know that.
MOT   I killed a hundred of them myself, without a scratch. Of course, now 
that the war is over I get burnt cleaning it up. Fate has a wicked sense of humor.
GAUT   The Vohakta are like mice. If you see one, there are a thousand behind 
the wall. Waiting!
MOT   Help him Madam Ajtza. His mind is filled with poison. And little else.
MADAM AJTZA   Take this with you. Soak your arm again tonight and 
tomorrow.
MOT   Thank you, Madam Ajtza. The Grand Lord Kulan made a wise decision. 
Much better than that other fellow – didn’t care much for an ordinary soldier, 
and drank too much of his own medicine I think.
MADAM AJBI   You will let us know if it comes time to worry.
MOT   Worry about your needles, cloth maker. 
MADAM AJBI   Of course, if you need cloth of any kind, I will make you the 
best.
GAUT   Everything you’ve heard stays in his room, or else. Do you understand?
MOT   Stop beating your chest like a monkey. Don’t listen to Gaut. He worries 
enough for the entire countryside. (to GAUT) Get going.

 Exit GAUT and MOT.

MADAM AJBI   So, the Vohakta are making plans.
MADAM AJTZA   Don’t believe that quivering monkey, Ajbi.
MADAM AJBI   Why would he be so worked up if it weren’t true?
MADAM AJTZA   Who knows? Funny things happen to soldiers’ brains 
during battle. Their heads never come back the same.
MORDUK   The other one seemed confident. I’m sure there is nothing to 
worry about, Madam Ajbi.
MADAM AJBI   The thought of ten more years. Oh! I don’t even want to 
imagine it. I’ve already lost a husband. If I lost Olan as well, I’d sew myself in 
a bag and drop into the river. I worry about Olan. Always in his meadows. 
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Always buried in his thoughts. He needs a father to tell him what to do, not 
General Mau Tant.
MORDUK   You worry too much, Madam Ajbi. The war is over.
MADAM AJBI   This is what happens when you are a widow and mother, 
Morduk. I don’t recommend it.
MADAM AJTZA   If you ask me, and you haven’t, Lady Ema should be Grand 
Lord. She’s the only one in that palace with a clear head on her shoulders.
MADAM AJBI   Her head must be very busy these days. And think of the poor 
Young Lady Ange. What must she think of all this?
MORDUK   More worry. Lady Ema and Young Lady Ange have plenty of 
servants to help them survive. 
MADAM AJBI   Oh, you terrible man. If you had ever married and had 
children like a normal person you’d know what I mean. 
MADAM AJTZA   Enough of this chatter. Back to work, cloth maker. And you, 
less drinking with your sharp things. And when you two stop arguing and get 
married, let me know.
MADAM AJBI   Oh! You terrible woman. (to MORDUK) Let go of me.

 Exit ALL.

Episode Fourteen

Enter ANGE, alone in the meadow. She looks over the landscape for a 
long time, and follows some passing birds. Eventually she kneels, and falls 
deep into thought.

Enter OLAN. He watches ANGE for a long moment, then begins to paint 
her.

ANGE notices OLAN and stands.

ANGE   How long have you been here?
OLAN   These past few months. Don’t move. This part’s important. …There.

ANGE and OLAN go to each other, embrace, and kiss.

OLAN   The city is full of rumors.
ANGE   My head is too full already to hear them. I don’t know what the truth 
is any longer. I’ve always looked at your painting on my wall, and imagined the 
two strangers standing together were you and I. Now I’m not certain. Part of 
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me hates my father and Mita. But part of me understands them, because I know 
what it is to hide love.
OLAN   Do you believe your father loved her?
ANGE   I don’t know. I believe she loved him. I saw it in her eyes. I heard it in 
her anger.
OLAN   Her anger?
ANGE   If she truly loved him, what did she do wrong but to let the truth be 
known?
OLAN   Ange, your father is the Grand Lord, and she was the courtesan of the 
elder Grand Lord who appointed him.
ANGE   But if she loved him. …I hear Mita crying out her questions in my 
dreams at night, and read them now in the lines of your painting which I’ve 
looked at a thousand times before and thought I knew every detail of. And I ask 
them now when I think of us meeting only in secret. And I ask myself: what is 
Justice that it does not count love among its laws? …I feel afraid for us.
OLAN   We should not be afraid.
ANGE   Olan, I am the daughter of the Grand Lord. You are a painter from the 
countryside whose mother sews cloth to sell. If our love is found out, we’ll both 
be hanged – you by my father’s hand, and me by my own.
OLAN   It will not come to that. If your father loved Mita, he will understand.
ANGE   And if my father loved Mita, then for my mother’s sake I must hate 
him, and I will not have his sympathy.
OLAN   Is your father really so cruel?
ANGE   …I never thought the elder Lord Karug cruel until Mita told the truth.
OLAN   Ange. You may think I am just a painter of strange meadows.
ANGE   (hugging him tight) You are my poet. You are my friend. You are my 
pulse and my breath. You are my most precious kiss.
OLAN   I am the son of a father killed by a war he believed in; who fought with 
a sword made by his neighbor; who died despite the medicine administered 
to him by an old friend, and the endless streams of prayer shed over him by 
a loving wife. I paint the meadow as I see it, because I see the world for what 
it is. And the world cares not a bit for us. We have no choice but to imagine 
something different. How else can we hope to change our ways?
ANGE   And what should we imagine?
OLAN   I painted us in the meadow, and here we are.
ANGE   Then paint me in your arms. And paint our families all around us. 
Paint your father on a white star watching over us. And paint Mita, seated on a 
passing cloud, so she may see that the truth is not told for nothing.
OLAN   I will do it. I will paint it all. I will paint everything.
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OLAN and ANGE kiss, part, and back away from one another, exiting in 
opposite directions.

Episode Fifteen

 Enter KARUG and LUNENN.

KARUG   My doubt runs deep, nephew. I wish your father were still alive. 
My brother’s counsel always brought me great confidence. His death was an 
unspeakable loss. Had I known it would happen, I would have stopped the war 
long before.
LUNENN   My father would have chided you, dear uncle. The Great Forest 
bears the roots of our future. The trees grip the land with strong fingers, and 
bind prosperity to our countryside. It’s vital that we keep The Forest whole. My 
father would agree.
KARUG   And what would your father have to say about our Grand Lord 
Kulan?
LUNENN   That I do not know. But if I may be so bold…
KARUG   Yes, nephew.
LUNENN   It is not my place to speak, but I feel I must.
KARUG   What is it?
LUNENN   …The Grand Lord Kulan held your sword with a benevolent hand. 
He gave confidence to a people exhausted by years of war. He made them feel 
well cared for. But now there are doubts. The truth about the courtesan’s death 
has got about. And the Grand Lord’s honesty is questioned. The people ask, if 
he would betray the elder Grand Lord himself, and so close on the heels of his 
establishment, why not us as well?
KARUG   You have heard these rumors yourself?
LUNENN   I speak only for the southern district under my command. But the 
river ports are a great meeting place. And I think the doubt is wide spread. 
Also, there is great fear the Vohakta are plotting their revenge. 
KARUG   Yes, I know. It is a concern.
LUNENN   Even Mau Tant’s soldiers keep a nervous watch. And they know the 
Grand Lord Kulan is not a soldier. If something were to happen…
KARUG   If something were to happen…?
LUNENN   If the Vohakta waged their rumored vengeance, and Kulan was still 
Grand Lord, I think the soldiers might not rally to his call. A fatal doubt would 
rapidly entrench itself throughout the countryside. And the people would not 
stand to bear a second war, regardless of Necessity.
KARUG   I see.
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LUNENN   …I think my father would agree.

Episode Sixteen

The scene transforms. LUNENN bows his head and backs away. Enter 
KULAN, EMA, ANGE, KAIN, MAU TANT, MADAM AJTZA.

KARUG   In times of strife, we must have trust. In times of healing, we must 
have faith. The people look to us to guide and to protect them. They are the 
blood that fills the bones of our countryside. It is not wise to give them reason 
to doubt our strength of mind, or steadiness of hand. …Grand Lord Kulan.
KULAN   My honored Lord.
KARUG   You have cast doubt on my judgment, and shamed the title of Grand 
Lord. The people look to you now with uncertainty. The good work you have 
done for them will remain in place, and your lands you will keep. But my 
sword, and the honor it commands, I ask you to relinquish.

 EMA and ANGE brace themselves and KULAN.

KULAN   …As you wish, my honored Lord.

 A KUROGO takes the royal sword from KULAN.

KARUG   Lord Kain – my son.
KAIN   Yes, my Grand Lord and father.
KARUG   With my Most… Careful… Trust… I grant you your blood’s right. I 
give to you my sword, and my sovereignty, and so pronounce you Grand Lord 
Kain.

The KUROGO hands the royal sword to KAIN, who takes it with barely 
concealed lust. 

KAIN   I will not disgrace you. I accept the rights that my blood affords me, 
and immediately I do make my first decree. It is well known The Vohakta do 
not lie in slumber, but rather dig the trenches of their bloody retribution. We 
will not dally in a false peace while they advance on our wellbeing. We must 
take up the sword, and cut them down once and for all before they have the 
chance to lay their traps.
EMA   No! This is too rash! The sword is barely warm in his hand!
KAIN   Lord Kulan! You will silence your wife! Or did pretty Mita’s death 
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relieve her of her duty to obey?

KULAN takes a step, reaching for his sword that is not there, and EMA 
braces him.

KAIN   My Lords and subjects hear me: the countryside will be protected! And 
for that protection we will shed more blood if need be. Time is a decisive God, 
and does not wait on hesitation. Let there be no question: there are two sides to 
this war. And those who stand against our will shall taste our blades with their 
throats!

 Exit ALL but KULAN, EMA, and ANGE.

EMA   You see what your deeds have wrought? A wife may one day forgive a 
husband his disloyalty. But history does not forgive those who betray its trust, 
and will not forget.
KULAN   May I live to earn your love again, and let history do what it must.
EMA   I fear the Grand Lord Kain, and suspect his purpose. Attend his actions, 
my husband. Discern their truth, and bring it to light for all to see. In this way, 
you shall make your amends. And may Time see fit to grant you forgiveness… 
and love.

Exit EMA. ANGE touches KULAN’S hand. Exit KULAN. ANGE stands 
alone for a moment. Exit ANGE.

 End of Act Two.

Act Three
Episode Seventeen

 Enter MORDUK, APSU, and MADAM AJBI.

MADAM AJBI   Morduk! Apsu! Have you heard the news?
MORDUK   I’ve heard so much I can’t keep track.
MADAM AJBI   The soldiers are in dissent. They fear their numbers, and Lord 
Kain has called upon all young men throughout the countryside to be prepared 
if need be to join the ranks of his campaign. My nightmare is coming true. If 
Olan is sent off to join his father, I don’t know how I’ll live.
MORDUK   Madam Ajbi, do not worry. It won’t come to that. Don’t let your 
mind run away from you.
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MADAM AJBI   Oh, where is Madam Ajtza?
MORDUK   She would tell you the same thing.
APSU   Don’t worry, Madam Ajbi. Olan will be alright. 
MORDUK   If Grand Lord Kain’s skirmish actually comes to pass, it will be 
sharp and swift. He’ll have no need of Olan.

 Enter OLAN.

OLAN   Mother.
MADAM AJBI   Olan! There you are! Where have you been? Don’t ever leave 
my sight you terrible boy.
OLAN   I’m afraid I might.
MADAM AJBI   What do you mean?
OLAN   It has been commanded by the Grand Lord Kain. The decree was 
posted in the center of town today. All young men must report to the Palace 
and General Mau Tant within the week.
MADAM AJBI   (grabbing OLAN) No! Morduk! Give me one of your swords! 
General Mau Tant will have to cut through me if he wants to uproot what 
remains of my tiny family!
OLAN   Mother, I’m only to report myself. It may not come to anything more.
MORDUK   You see, Madam Ajbi. It’s just a precaution.
MADAM AJBI   Grand Lord Kain’s plans are already exacting their fee. The 
farmers are charging double for a sack of grain. I will have to raise the price of 
my cloth because the dye maker has raised his for fear of need. Not one soldier 
has yet unsheathed his sword in the field, but in town: people are already piling 
their stocks of gold and grain.
MORDUK   They waste their peace of mind to panic so soon. 
MADAM AJBI   No one has forgotten the signs. This is how war begins. And it 
will never end. Peace is just a moment’s pause for aim.
OLAN   We will not repeat our past mistakes, mother. We will find another 
way. This time it will be different.
MADAM AJBI   Oh! I hope you are right, my dear son.
OLAN   I will go to the Palace as the Grand Lord Kain commands, and put my 
name in General Mau Tant’s ledger. Go home, mother, and weave your cloth 
with sturdy hope. We will change these times with our bare hands, and our will.

 Exit ALL.
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Episode Eighteen

 Enter KAIN and MAU TANT.

KAIN   From this remote place we can see the entire countryside at once. The 
Great Forest to the north, the city to the south. How quiet they both seem from 
here.
MAU TANT   It is the quiet of readiness, my Grand Lord.
KAIN   Have the people taken up our call, General Mau Tant?
MAU TANT   They have. 
KAIN   Has there been much dissent?
MAU TANT   I guarantee you: those who lack conviction will be persuaded. 
And those who would stubbornly cling to fear will be put at ease without delay.
KAIN   Good. Go now, and wait for me at the city gate. This ridge affords a 
great perspective. I will stay a moment to reflect on it.
MAU TANT   Yes, my Grand Lord Kain.

 Exit MAU TANT.

KAIN   The merchants are making their final sales. The customers carry their 
goods through the streets to home. The farmers herd in their oxen. Soon they 
will all meet around their fires and whisper through the smoke, then fall fast 
asleep.

 Enter ZOHAK.

KAIN   Who comes?
ZOHAK   It is me, Zohak.
KAIN   Ah, Lord Zohak. How considerate of you not to keep me waiting long.
ZOHAK   Dressed in these ragged clothes I was able to move quickly. Your 
soldiers took me for a peasant. Are you alone?
KAIN   General Mau Tant just left. Things seem to be proceeding well. I only 
await your decision.
ZOHAK   If I wished to refuse you, I would not have come.
KAIN   I knew you would accept my proposal. Your poor Grand Lord 
Mizhaktu (meez-HAWK-too) can’t be paying you much these days.
ZOHAK   It will take another ten years for the Vohakta to gain back their 
strength. My loyalty is not that patient. Besides, the old man blames everyone 
but himself for our loss. I never enjoyed his trust as I deserved, and with his 
renewed commitment to suspicion he has further earned my disdain, and my 
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treachery.
KAIN   Does he not have reason to suspect you?
ZOHAK   Of course. But why trifle over details?
KAIN   And other than his suspicions, on what else does his mind gnash its 
teeth?
ZOHAK   He feigns arrogance like a timid boy, guarding against all 
contradiction his ridiculous fantasy that what’s left of his ragged little army will 
one day soon rise up to reclaim the Great Forest, and with it his own pathetic 
grandeur. Day and night he busies himself in futile preparations.
KAIN   Well, how unwittingly then he betrays himself. His futile preparations 
will serve only to lend weight to the whispy rumors I have blown through our 
city streets. Preoccupied with his own schemes, he’ll not see me coming. My 
thanks, Lord Zohak. You will keep me apprised of your Grand Lord’s plans. 
And when your countrymen have all been cleansed away, you will have my 
thanks in deed and not just word.
ZOHAK   Our agreement remains as we discussed?
KAIN   You will govern the former Vohakta lands as our northern district, and 
there enjoy the full rights of a Lord’s title.
ZOHAK   And your General Mau Tant. Will he not be jealous?
KAIN   Leave him to me. I’ll not burden him with our bargain until the time is 
due. And if he complains: he can join your Grand Lord Mizhaktu in Hell’s bitter 
exile.
ZOHAK   And how do I know you will not betray me as well?
KAIN   You don’t. But why trifle over details? Go, Lord Zohak, we will talk 
again.

Exit ZOHAK. KAIN steps forward and surveys his city, then exits.

Episode Nineteen

Enter ANGE. Moments later, enter OLAN. They go to one another.

ANGE   When I saw you outside the Palace gates today, it was all I could do to 
keep from calling your name and running to you just like this. 
OLAN   I was afraid I wouldn’t find you here.
ANGE   You took a risk in trusting that soldier with your note.
OLAN   Trust for such a favor is easily bought these days. Had he not agreed he 
would have one less jug of wine to calm his nerves tonight. The threats of war 
grow louder every day.
ANGE   I will talk to my father. I will ask him to have your name struck from 
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General Mau Tant’s list.
OLAN   And how will you explain such sympathy for a poor young painter 
from the edge of town?
ANGE   By telling him the truth.
OLAN   No, Ange, you don’t know what he would do.
ANGE   You asked me did I think my father would be cruel if we ever told him 
of our love. At first I was certain he’d have you put to death at once. But I see 
now how he looks at my mother. I can’t explain what happened between him 
and Mita. But I have always known him to be an honest man. If I explained to 
him how much I love you, I know he could not look me in the eye and judge 
me harshly. He would understand. And he would help us.
OLAN   You want to believe that’s true.
ANGE   Yes. You told me we have no choice but to imagine something 
different, and you were right.

 Enter KAIN and MAU TANT, unseen.

OLAN   Your father might be honest, but he also must be proud. He was 
shamed by Mita’s death. He was shamed when he was so early stripped of his 
newly won title. Would he now stand the shame of his daughter’s unworthy 
love?
ANGE   It is not unworthy! You do us shame to say so!
OLAN   Ange. We must hesitate. We will find a way. …When General Mau 
Tant calls my name to join his ranks, I will bundle my clothes, bid goodbye 
to my mother, and meet you here again. We will escape in the night and live 
unknown in some far off countryside.
ANGE   Let’s go tonight. Why should we wait? Time is only growing darker 
with each passing day. The Grand Lord Kain makes certain of that. We will 
leave tonight!
OLAN   But, what about my mother?
ANGE   Go and say goodbye to her, gather your things. I’ll go too and make my 
own preparations. Just before dawn we’ll meet again, then disappear over the 
ridge into the Great Forest.

ANGE and OLAN stare at one another, tense with fear and excitement, 
then embrace.

OLAN   Are we thinking too little, or too much?
ANGE   Life is hopeless here, Olan. The Grand Lord Kain will have his war, and 
you will be marched to your death.
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OLAN   But you will leave behind every comfort you’ve ever known.
ANGE   Yes. Except you.

 ANGE kisses OLAN.

ANGE   Go. We’ll meet again, at dawn.
OLAN   At dawn.
ANGE   It seems a hundred years ‘til then.

 Exit ANGE.

OLAN   What rash and sudden plans are these. But Ange’s haste is right. The 
less time to think, the easier it is to do what I know we must. I will go to my 
mother, and bid her farewell. She will understand in time: an absent son is 
more easily missed than one in his grave.

 KAIN and MAU TANT step forward.

KAIN   I am afraid your mother will have to sacrifice her fond farewell.
OLAN   My Grand lord Kain!
KAIN   Treasonous boy. You would run from your duty. And with the Lord 
Kulan’s daughter, no less.
MAU TANT   A double treachery.
KAIN   Young Lady Ange has learned well from her father. Or do deceit, 
weakness, and lust simply run in their family blood? What have you to say for 
yourself?
OLAN   Nothing, my Grand Lord Kain, but to hope you will grant us your 
mercy.

 KAIN leaps toward OLAN threateningly.

KAIN   …What is that in your hand? A paintbrush. (laughs) The vain weapon 
of cowards and egoists. Of course our first deserter would be an artiste. …
General Mau Tant, the young painter wishes his name to be struck from your 
list. Shall I oblige him now?
MAU TANT   By all means, my Grand Lord.

 KAIN stabs OLAN through the gut with his sword.
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KAIN   There! Young Traitor! You have your wish! You are released from your 
duty. I will leave you to share this news with your beloved Young Lady Ange.

KAIN pulls his sword from OLAN’S side. KAIN and MAU TANT exit.

OLAN   Ange. We are betrayed.

OLAN scrapes something in the ground with the wooden end of a 
paintbrush.

OLAN   I’ll greet you at dawn with my unhappy news.

OLAN dies. Night passes. Dawn approaches. Enter ANGE with a bundle 
and small lantern.

ANGE   How quickly these past few hours have gone, and yet how tedious 
the wait. I could not run here fast enough. Along the way I heard Olan’s voice 
calling to me through the dark, heartening my anxious steps. Oh! He’s here 
already. He sleeps, waiting for me. Olan, my love, wake up, before the restless 
sun betrays our flight. Oh! …Dead! Who has done this? Wake up, Olan! 
(shaking him) Tell me who has done this to you?
OLAN   (barely a breath) Ange…
ANGE   Olan? You said my name. I heard you say my name. Did you say my 
name! Say it again! (pulling at him and clutching him to her) Say my name, 
Olan! Say my name, Olan! Olan, who has done this to you? (sees his fallen 
brush) …Something is scratched in the earth. What does it say? (with her 
lantern) “Fight, don’t weep.” …Oh! Now I understand. A treason against our 
love! …I will obey you, my dear Olan. And from your wooden brush I’ll carve a 
dagger to paint the meadow red! Goodbye, my tender love. This lantern will see 
me home. And there may it light the face of he whose wretched villainy ensures 
my own. Oh gods of Fate, give me your pity! Woe to one so young as I who 
trades her love for hatred!

 Exit ANGE.

OLAN sits up. The KUROGO hand him a white paper umbrella. OLAN 
stands, holding the umbrella aloft, and makes his final exit.
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Episode Twenty

Enter MADAM AJBI, who joins MORDUK and APSU.

MADAM AJBI   Morduk! Apsu! Have you seen Olan?
MORDUK  Not today, Madam Ajbi.
MADAM AJBI   He was not in his bed last night. And this morning came the 
news! General Mau Tant has called his list early. The Grand Lord Kain has 
declared his second war on the Vohakta.
MORDUK   Already. 
MADAM AJBI   Olan would not have left without saying goodbye. I know 
him. He must have caught wind and is making other preparations. Maybe he’s 
hiding.
APSU   Will Olan go to war?
MADAM AJBI   Not if I can help it. We’ll flee this wretched countryside before 
I send my Olan off in his father’s footsteps.

 Enter MADAM AJTZA.

MADAM AJTZA   The day is come, my friends. The Grand Lord Kain couldn’t 
wait a moment longer.
MORDUK   Madam Ajbi has just told us the news.
MADAM AJTZA   I am surprised you sound surprised, Morduk. What did you 
expect?
MORDUK   A few more months or weeks, at least.
MADAM AJTZA   If the Grand Lord Kain had had his way, the war would not 
have broken for breath until every last Vohakta lay quiet in their graves. He is a 
very determined man.
MADAM AJBI   Madam Ajtza, have you seen Olan? He did not come home 
last night.
MADAM AJTZA   I haven’t seen him. I will pass through the meadow on route 
to the Palace, and if I see him there, I will tell him you are anxious for him to 
come home.
MADAM AJBI   Thank you. And tell him what a terrible boy he is to worry his 
mother like this.
MADAM AJTZA   He would know you’d said so, but I will tell him. Goodbye 
my friends. 
MORDUK   Madam Ajtza, you will let us know the latest news from the Palace 
when you return?
MADAM AJTZA   Yes. …But in the meantime, I suggest you pray the gods 
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for yourselves and us all. And take care to lay your plans well. These times may 
seem familiar to us, but I fear they are something quite new.

 Exit MADAM AJTZA.

APSU   Madam Ajtza is afraid.
MADAM AJBI   We are all afraid, young Apsu. Oh, my Olan, where are you 
hiding? If you’re off painting your meadow I’ll tear your canvas into bits. 

 Exit MADAM AJBI.

APSU   Morduk? Will General Mau Tant call us to fight?
MORDUK   No, Apsu. He has no use for an old goat like me. Or a young fellow 
like you, either. We will be safe – with our swords and our knives. (steps forward 
and surveys the landscape)
APSU   …What are you looking for, Morduk?
MORDUK   I don’t know, young Apsu. 

 Exit MORDUK with APSU by the hand.

Episode Twenty-one

 Enter KAIN and MAU TANT. 

MAU TANT   The soldiers are gathered, my Grand Lord Kain. Young men from 
across the countryside have come to join their ranks. But it seems the Young 
Lady Ange and her painter were not alone in their disloyalty. My men have 
already caught dozens, some with their families, fleeing across the borders, and 
no doubt others have slipped under their noses.
KAIN   Let those who are caught be sent to keep pretty Ange’s young painter 
company. Can your men be ready tonight?
MAU TANT   Yes, my Grand Lord. 
KAIN   Then tonight we launch our first attack. I will not make time for 
cowards who would cool our heated purpose.

 Enter KULAN and EMA.

KULAN   Grand Lord Kain! This call to arms is too sudden. You’re early battle 
cry only serves to fan the people’s doubts.
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EMA   Those who do not hide in their homes have already fled the countryside. 
And those who have ‘til now stood in solidarity with your cause are made 
doubtful by those who flee.
KAIN   So: conviction triumphs over shame, I see, uniting divided lovers arm 
in arm once more.
KULAN   You are careless with the people’s trust. Your haste will tear the 
countryside to shreds and wreck the peace we traded ten long years to gain.
KAIN   You have always been naive, Lord Kulan. Wars are not waged for peace. 
For ten long years we fought for that Great Forest that gives our countryside a 
strength unmatched by any other. Our comfort and our prosperity are upheld 
in her mighty branches. 
EMA   You would cut those branches into coffins for mothers to bury their 
sons.
KAIN   Good Lady Ema, I will not stand for treasonous contradiction.
EMA   So it is treason now to contradict the Grand Lord’s judgment.

KAIN puts his hand on his sword with a threatening gesture and 
KULAN steps in front of EMA.

KAIN   Lord Kulan, I suggest you reconsider the counsel you have given me. 
You will stand with me, or suffer the consequences of your betrayal. Go home, 
and take your faithful wife with you. 
KULAN   You will not dismiss us, Grand Lord Kain.
KAIN   Your pathetic family is a joke. Your blood flows with weakness and 
deception.
KULAN   You will not insult my family for the deceit that is mine.
KAIN   …Where was your daughter last night?
KULAN   …In bed.
MAU TANT   (laughs with KAIN) You were right, Grand Lord Kain: the 
daughter has indeed learned well from her father, to catch him with his own 
tricks.
KULAN   Why do you speak of our daughter?
KAIN   Ask her yourself. Who am I to betray a child’s little secrets?

Enter GAUT and MOT, with ZOHAK in their custody.

MOT   My Grand Lord Kain. General Mau Tant. We caught this swine at the 
border escaping in instead of out.
MAU TANT   Too much to drink, careless traitor?
GAUT   This cloak is a disguise. He is a Vohakta spy.
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MAU TANT   A Vohakta spy? (drawing his sword) Then why have you let him 
live this long? (pulls off ZOHAK’S cloak) Zohak! Mizhaktu has demoted you to 
his footman, I see. I am glad my soldiers did not slit your throat. I have longed 
for that privilege myself. My Grand Lord Kain, look what a fine catch my men 
have brought us?
ZOHAK   My Grand Lord–!
MAU TANT   Your Grand Lord can’t hear you now.
ZOHAK   My Grand Lord Kain!
MAU TANT   Be silent! You will not speak to him. (to KAIN) He seeks to flatter 
you with false familiarity. Shall I kill him now? Or better yet: drag him to the 
public square for all to see! Behold! The rumors are true! The Vohakta snakes 
are crawling beneath our floorboards to strangle us in our beds!
ZOHAK   My Grand Lord Kain, I can still help you! There is much I can do! 
MAU TANT   Don’t beg, you pathetic dog.
ZOHAK   Do not betray me! We had a bargain!

KAIN leaps with his sword to ZOHAK and sticks him in the side before 
just as suddenly slitting his throat.

KAIN   My apologies, General Mau Tant. I know you wanted that pleasure for 
yourself. But I could not stand to hear his sniveling any longer. And I will not 
bargain with petty villains. Lord Kulan. You see what happens to my enemies. I 
suggest you do not join them.

 Exit KAIN.

EMA   What was that about a bargain.
MAU TANT   Desperate men say what they must.
EMA   Why did the Grand Lord Kain kill him so suddenly.
MAU TANT   Why do you think? Zohak is an enemy Lord. 
KULAN   “I can still help you,” he said. What did he mean by that?
MAU TANT   You will not make such intimations.
EMA   “I can still help you. There is much I can do. We had a bargain.”
MAU TANT   You risk your neck to suggest such treason.
KULAN   The Grand Lord Kain would do anything to have his aim met. Why 
not take in the enemy!
MAU TANT   He would not take such measures without my council! 
EMA   You flatter yourself General Mau Tant. What are you to him but his dog?

MAU TANT draws his sword and pushes EMA down. KULAN steps 
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forward but is held back by GAUT and MOT.

KULAN   General Mau Tant!
MAU TANT   You are a traitor to your countryside! You spit on the Grand Lord 
Kain with outrageous slander! Dare you accuse your Grand Lord of conspiring 
with our most wretched enemy?
EMA   Why do you trust a man so blindly who is driven by such ambition?
MAU TANT   Hold your tongue or I will cut it from your mouth!
KULAN   General Mau Tant! Put down your sword!
EMA   Why are you so enraged? Why are you so afraid?

MAU TANT sticks EMA through the back. EMA stumbles to her feet and 
staggers for balance.

EMA   I am killed. I am killed. This rash and bloody deed confirms our 
suspicions, my husband. Do not let me die for nothing. Fight. Fight. 

 EMA collapses and dies.

KULAN  You. Murdering. Villain. You cowardly and wretched dog.
MAU TANT   Do not taunt this angry dog. He will bite out your throat.
KULAN   Your Grand Lord Kain has betrayed you. He has conspired with the 
very enemy he trains you to hate! And he will be done with you just as quickly 
when you too have worn out your use!

MAU TANT stabs KULAN in the gut. GAUT and MOT release their grip 
on KULAN and stumble away. KULAN grabs MAU TANT’S blade that 
is stuck in his gut.

KULAN   You think the truth weighs so little that you can toss it to the air. It 
will rain down on you in bloody sheets, and the blood will be your own.
MAU TANT   Go! Join your wife! I’ll fetch your daughter and send her after 
you!

KULAN braces his grip on MAU TANT’S blade, forces MAU TANT to 
the ground and pushes him back several steps. KULAN heaves MAU 
TANT’s sword from his belly, then collapses to his knees beside EMA.

KULAN   Forgive me, my beloved wife, my dearest friend, and love. I wasted… 
so much… Time.
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 KULAN dies.

MAU TANT   There. Dead, both of you. Let the gods do with you what they 
will.
MOT   General Mau Tant. Could what they said be true?
MAU TANT   Not you as well.
GAUT   “I can still help you. There is much I can do. We had a bargain.” He did 
say those things.
MAU TANT   Now you listen to me! Clean up this mess. Then say goodbye to 
your mothers, and nothing else. You go tonight to fight for their safety, and the 
safety of your countryside. 
MOT & GAUT   Yes, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   Not one word of Zohak’s leaves this place. Do you understand?
MOT & GAUT   Yes, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   Good. To your business. Huht!

Exit MAU TANT. GAUT and MOT look over the bodies.

GAUT   Let’s abandon this place. I fear the Grand Lord Kain leads us to our 
deaths.
MOT   We will take these bodies to their proper place. They deserve that 
much. Then let’s go to our mothers as General Mau Tant advised, and join the 
peasants who flee under the moon’s watchful eye.

GAUT and MOT administer the white umbrellas, first to ZOHAK who 
then exits, then to EMA, who does not make a full exit but waits upstage, 
and finally to KULAN, who begins his exit but stops when he sees EMA 
waiting. They exchange a look that is filled with feeling. EMA exits. 
KULAN exits.

Episode Twenty-two

Enter KAIN and MAU TANT with torches, swords drawn, and bloodied.

KAIN   The fighting is fierce. Who would have guessed the beleaguered 
Vohakta still had such determination in their bones. Even from high on this 
ridge we can hear the clamor of battle rising up from the Great Forest below. 
How do your men stand, General Mau Tant? …General Mau Tant!
MAU TANT   Those who remain fight valiantly, my Grand Lord. 
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KAIN   Have we suffered many losses, then?
MAU TANT   And many deserters.
KAIN   Cowards! Fear poisons their resolve.
MAU TANT   If my Grand Lord will permit my advice, I suggest we withdraw 
tonight and lay plans for a second, less sudden attack. With more warning 
and preparation, our men will fight more bravely. It would also give us time to 
dispel the fears that vie for their zeal, and their trust.
KAIN   You are right. Boldness is braced by strategy. I have in fact long since 
already laid plans to bolster the countryside’s support for our cause.
MAU TANT   Already laid plans. And what are they?
KAIN   You see the lights still glowing in the central markets, the Grand Port 
– both placed under my supervision for restoration by the former Grand 
Lord Kulan. Between them I had my men submerge small streams of powder, 
anchored at either end by enough barrels to blow them both to bits. The rumors 
of Vohakta snakes slithering beneath our floorboards will indeed have come to 
pass, and the people will rally to our cause. Tonight’s retreat may even serve to 
further square their sentiments in our favor, since pride has always disliked the 
taste of defeat.
MAU TANT   You would destroy the markets and port you have worked so 
long at rebuilding?
KAIN   The Great Forest will provide us with a hundred ports and markets.
MAU TANT   Why did you not share this plan with me before?
KAIN   Don’t be offended, General Mau Tant. As we have often agreed, such 
drastic measures are best kept quiet.
MAU TANT   And when the war is done, what then?
KAIN   When the parades have passed, the clean up will begin.
MAU TANT   …Why did Lord Zohak say he could still help you?
KAIN   (turns slowly; then) So, the plague of doubt infects you as well, my 
General.
MAU TANT   Why did he mention a bargain?
KAIN   Do not insult me, General Mau Tant.
MAU TANT   And just before you strung up the courtesan Mita by the neck, 
she begged you to save her, she begged you to persuade your father with the 
truth. What was the truth?
KAIN   I would not take such questions from Kulan and his nagging wife, and I 
will not take them from you.
MAU TANT   Your secret plan to destroy the central markets and Grand Port is 
grotesque. How do you think you could get away with such a monstrous deed? 
Time would surely discover it.
KAIN   Are you deserting me as well, General Mau Tant! 
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MAU TANT   As your General, I ask that you tell me the truth.
KAIN   And as my General you will do as you are told. 
MAU TANT   No, my Grand Lord!
KAIN   Return to your men and order the retreat.
MAU TANT   Not until my questions are answered!
KAIN   Ask again and I’ll answer with my sword.
MAU TANT   Why do you give me reason to doubt you?
KAIN   You will obey me, Mau Tant! Order your men to retreat!
MAU TANT   (a pause; then, toward the Great Forest) Treason! We fight for 
treason! Save yourselves! Retreat men! Retreat!

KAIN cuts MAU TANT open in a few quick stabs. MAU TANT staggers 
forward, brandishing his sword and torch.

MAU TANT   Retreat!

KAIN manages to take MAU TANT’S sword from him. MAU TANT 
collapses and dies, leaving his torch on the ground beside him. The 
KUROGO administer the white umbrella. KAIN watches as MAU TANT 
make his final exit.

KAIN   You abandon me, General Mau Tant. (stumbles in place.) Now I am 
alone.

A flood of panic and rage wells up and comes out KAIN’S mouth in 
screams and through his two swords slashing at the air. The fit subsides.

KAIN   I will order the army to retreat. Once the wind of this night’s squall has 
died away, I’ll prepare them for the battle that will dictate to Fate. All I have 
fought for will not be lost to traitors and cowards.

 Enter ANGE. KAIN does not notice her.

ANGE   My Grand Lord Kain.

 KAIN turns to ANGE suddenly.

KAIN   Ah. Young Lady Ange. Have you come to join the fight? Or is your 
heart still filled with your family’s blood?
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ANGE   My heart is filled with hate. It is my eyes that are filled with blood, and 
tears.
KAIN   Wipe your tears, and leave your blood to me.
ANGE   You’ve had enough of my blood already. You murdered my mother and 
father.
KAIN   All liars murder themselves on the edge of their own deceit.
ANGE   You murdered the beautiful man who would have been my husband.
KAIN   A paint-stained boy who would have been his countryside’s traitor.
ANGE   You murdered Mita for telling the truth.
KAIN   (laughs) You give your father’s whore too much credit. Mita was a 
master at her craft. She knew what she was doing when she agreed to seduce 
your weak-kneed father.
ANGE   Agreed…!
KAIN   Money buys anything. Even love. As it came to pass, my amorous 
little plot did not unfold as I had expected, but rather better. I should have 
given Mita something extra for a job well done. Alas, she died before I had the 
chance. And if she really did love him as she said, then she deserved her fate all 
the more. A whore deserves a whore’s justice. 

KAIN takes up MAU TANT’S torch and looks out over the countryside, 
his back to ANGE.

KAIN   Look over this countryside, my sweet Young Lady. See all the lights that 
still glow in the windows. Whores staying up to count their gold. They’ll do 
whatever they need to keep what they have, and will gladly sin for more.

 ANGE fights back tears.

KAIN   Poor sad Ange. (back still turned, lifting his sword) What can I do to 
relieve you of your sorrow?
ANGE   Accept this gift I bring to you.
KAIN   A gift.
ANGE   When you took Olan’s life, you forgot to take this.

ANGE pulls out OLAN’s wooden brush, sharpened to a point, and 
stabs KAIN repeatedly in the back. KAIN staggers backwards as ANGE 
continues to stab him. ANGE pulls away as KAIN slashes with his sword 
and waves his torch, still stumbling. He collapses to the ground, seated. 
A moment’s stillness. Just as suddenly as he collapsed, KAIN stands and 
staggers forward, slashing with his sword, only to collapse again. 
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KAIN   Fight.

Again KAIN stands, staggering backward, slashing, only this time when 
he stops he manages to remain standing. 

KAIN   We must… fight!

The KUROGO exchange KAIN’S sword for a black umbrella. KAIN falls 
backwards over the ridge, plunging into the Great Forest. His torch flies 
through the air and is lost in the branches below. As ANGE speaks, the 
flickering of flames soon begins to glow over the ridge.

ANGE   He is gone. But he was standing there just moments ago. Oh! 
Benevolent Time! God of speed! How quickly we forget your wrath. Kain’s 
torch spreads fire through the branches of the Great Forest. They yield and fall! 
One day they will grow again, forgetting all that we’ve done in their name. The 
wind rushes the fire toward me. The flames will carry me on their waves to my 
father, my mother, Mita, and into the arms of my Olan. (holding up OLAN’s 
brush) I add this terrible deed to my fistful of tears, and mourn the death of 
love!

ANGE steps forward and kneels to await the approaching flames, which 
the musicians have brought to a roar.

Enter MADAM AJTZA, MADAM AJBI, MORDUK, and APSU 
clutching bundles and one another’s hands.

MADAM AJTZA   We must hurry my friends! The flames are rapidly climbing!
MADAM AJBI   We will die on this ridge! We must turn back!
MORDUK   No! We will escape to the west! We will be safe there! Keep 
running! 
MADAM AJBI   We are running from everything we have ever known!
MADAM AJTZA   Everything you know will burn to the ground if the Grand 
Lord has not butchered it already! Go Ajbi! Go! Run!

Exit MADAM AJBI, MADAM AJTZA, APSU, and MORDUK, all 
looking back at the countryside as they go, and none of them noticing 
ANGE.

The flames rush up over the ridge, a sea of red umbrellas spinning and 
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bellowing, all carried by the CAST. ANGE closes her eyes and remains 
untouched as the fire rages and then eventually dies around her.

Everything is still and quiet. ANGE remains seated, eyes closed.

The KUROGO step through the corpses, collecting the red umbrellas 
and exchanging them for white umbrellas. ANGE opens her eyes and 
watches. KAIN is the last to receive an umbrella, and it is black. Stillness 
again. Then all the umbrellas open at once. All the ROYALS but KAIN 
rise and gather side-by-side in a line upstage. Then the PEASANTS all 
rise and gather in a line upstage, kneeling just downstage of the Royals. 
Then KAIN rises and joins the ROYAL line upstage.

The KUROGO now take kneeling positions at a distance on either side 
of ANGE, and await her need. ANGE looks at the KUROGO as they do 
this. ANGE looks out at the horizon.

 The end.


